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Broad-footed Mole

Creatures of Coe

By Joseph Belli

Moles don’t enjoy a savory reputation. They’re seen as lowly, bumbling creatures; primitive garden pests relegated to a simple underground life. In actuality, moles are among the least-studied mammals in North America, and our perception of them happens to be not only riddled with errors, but a prolonged case of mistaken
identity.
Moles, much to their detriment, have long been confused with gophers. Since both dwell underground, it probably comes with the territory. Gophers are rodents having little in common with moles besides subterranean
habitat. Consider the phrase “whack-a-mole.” It originated as the name of a children’s game, in which the goal
is to hit moles over the head as they pop out of their burrows. I’m not going to take issue with that from an
animal-rights perspective, nor rail against the cotton-candy brainlessness of a game that promotes no creative
or thought-processing skills. No, what leaves me shaking my head is simply that they’ve got the wrong critter.
The game’s cover depicts cartoon gophers, not moles, but “whack-a-gopher” doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue.
In all the confusion, it’s moles that end up getting the short end of the stick, or mallet in this case.
Moles aren’t even remotely related to gophers. They’re insectivores, not rodents, kin to shrews and impressively adapted to life below the surface. They have a streamlined body, and their forepaws, which are wider than
they are long, feature prominent claws for digging. Those paws have been likened to fins which navigate
through soil. So specialized are they that moles cannot place their front paws palm-side down in order to walk.
Moles are also, for all practical purposes, blind. Their eyes are minuscule and rudimentary, functioning to detect light but unable to discern detail, and while moles have a long snout, smell is not their most developed
sense. Moles perceive the world primarily through touch, for those lengthy snouts house a tactile receptor
called an Eimer’s organ. Less obvious adaptations include large lungs and high red blood cell volume to deal
with lower oxygen and higher carbon dioxide levels underground.
Among the other adaptations to fossorial life is one that, in past circles, ascribed to moles some economic value: their pelage. Mole fur is dense, velvety, and coveted for being non-directional. Most mammals have coats
aligned towards the tail, and brushing such fur forward gave rise to the term “to rub the wrong way.” Mole fur
doesn’t orient in any direction, and that boosted its value. As far back as the 1700s, Europeans lined gloves
and fashioned hats out of mole fur, and mole coats even became a fad in the UK after Queen Alexandra popularized them. They never caught on like those of sable or mink, because it took a lot of moles—500 or more—to
make a coat. And if you’re wondering about moleskin, confusion again reigns, for the material hikers use to
ward off foot blisters is actually a cotton-based fabric.
There’s also misunderstanding surrounding their diet. Moles aren’t plant eaters, showing no interest in roots
or bulbs, let alone green vegetation above the surface. Moles don’t wreak havoc on gardens, feeding instead on
invertebrates, particularly earthworms. Captive moles have eaten hamburger, and, in at least one instance,
Alpo. I’m not sure if I find it funny or cruel that someone would feed Alpo to a mole—or a dog, now that I think
about it. Captive moles display prodigious appetites, consuming more than their weight daily. Better make
that a Double-Double.
That diet, and formidable appetite, influences their ecology. Since worms aren’t nearly as plentiful as vegetation, moles have low population densities. A rough estimate would be one per acre. On top of that, they’re solitary and territorial. They spread themselves out; there’s no such thing as a mole colony. They’re also not very
prolific; moles breed just once per year, and litters contain 2-5 pups. When, after a couple of months, the young
come of age, they disperse to find their own territory. It is during dispersal that they are most vulnerable, for
their pilgrimage takes place above ground. Ensconced in burrows, moles are quite safe, but on the surface
they’re exposed to a multitude of predators, from snakes and birds of prey to weasels, foxes, bobcats, and of
course cats and dogs. The size and shape of a Twinkie, moles are about as defenseless as one. They have tiny,
sharp teeth, but being blind, slow, and rather rigid, moles are in a world of hurt if they have to rely on them
for self-defense.
Continued on page 4...
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Broad-footed Mole, continued…
Despite their vulnerability, moles are real troopers. They’ll cross pavement and even swim across streams.
There are seven species of mole in North America, with four inhabiting California, and while all four can be
found along the north coast, none occur in desert areas or the Central Valley. The species with the largest distribution, and the only one found in Coe, is the redundantly-named Broad-footed mole (Scapanus latimans). It
ranges from southern Oregon to Baja California. Like all moles, it avoids arid areas and hardpan or rocky
soils. The moist Santa Cruz Mountains are home to a second species, the intriguing Shrew-mole (Neurotrichus
gibbsi), which aren’t shrews but rather a variety of mole that’s less restricted to the underground life and
spends a fair amount of time inhabiting leaf litter on damp forest floors. They might occupy Henry Cowell
State Park, but not Henry Coe.
Moles would likely go completely unnoticed were it not for their burrows, which contain two types of features:
permanent, habitable chambers that are deeper and more expansive, and runways, which are temporary and
used mostly for foraging. Moles can dig 150 feet of runways in a single day; that might also explain the large
appetite. Those runways result in raised earth and occasional mounds of soil, but unlike the mounds of gophers, molehills don’t have an entrance hole. The runways and raised dirt may be slightly unsightly, but the
damage is mostly aesthetic. Still, moles are considered pests, and we’ve devised a lot of creative ways to kill
them. That’s kind of a shame, and, I think, an overreaction. After all, we’re the ones making mountains out of
molehills.

Photo by: Dirk Schumacher
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Oh Poor Mee
A light breeze blows across your face. It seems to alternate between
warm and cool, but that might be exactly what you should expect on
this early October morning. A tarantula slowly crosses the road and
looking up in the sky, you see flying spider webs--spiders traveling to
new homes. Autumn is here, winter is coming. Birds in the nearby
brush are saying Oh Poor Mee. You know you didn't hear this sound anytime in the past weeks, not even yesterday. You see several small birds with yellow patches on top of their heads, "Oh, the Golden-crowned Sparrows are back." You had last seen them before they left this past April.
Most years during my 30 years at Coe, I put their arrival dates in my park logs. Those records likely still live in
some Coe computer. Some of the records I have show them arriving as early as September 22 and as late as October 14. I recall trying to record when they departed but not very successfully. I'd realize I hadn't heard their
Oh Poor Mee for some time, a week? Maybe two? Maybe more. I do have one record that says April.
When they left in April, they flew thousands of miles to their breeding grounds in Alaska or western Canada.
Now they could be found wintering from western Washington down through California to northern Baja.
Their sad sounding song consists mostly of 3 distinctive, descending, whistling notes: "Oh poor mee." They are
large as sparrows go, but still a small bird. They have streaked brown backs, gray breast and neck, black
stripes above their eyes, and yellow crowns on top. Juveniles are LBJ's (little brown jobs--just another plain
brown bird).
They eat mostly buds, flowers, seeds, and seedlings, especially seedlings of weedy non-native annuals plants.
They feed on the ground in groups but are never far from the safety of thick bush or low trees. Often Whitecrowned Sparrows and Juncos join the feeding flocks. When alerted to danger, Golden-crown Sparrows fly into
thick brush. It's hard to believe how they can navigate such thick vegetation. The answer is good visual acuity,
quick decision making abilities, and high-speed nerve transmission from brain to wing muscles.
If you are out hiking in brushy areas and you hear someone saying "Oh-poor-me", don't be concerned, it's probably just a Golden-crown Sparrow.
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Spotted at Coe
By Susan Ferry - Environmental Scientist, CA State Parks
The deer we see in Coe are black tailed deer, a subspecies of mule deer. The rut (mating season) is from late
September to mid-October. During the rut, the males face raging hormones and go out during the daytime
seeking out the females. They are often observed running back and forth across the roads in the pursuit of
does. After the rut, the bucks tend to hide and rest, often nursing wounds suffered while fighting other bucks
for the opportunity to breed.
The gestation period for deer is 7 months long so around 203 days. Birthing season is expected to be as early
as May or as late as October. I’m sure we will be spotting some of those newborn fawns at Coe this spring!
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Before The Dam
By Teddy Goodrich, PRA Historian
You probably haven’t noticed, but sometime in the past fifteen years or so the park has moved. Headquarters
used to be on Steley Road, but if you search for its location now, you will discover it is on East Dunne Avenue.
Blame the dam.
Before the dam, which was built in 1950, getting into the hills meant driving Cochrane Road east to where it
joined Frost Road, after which it became Steley Road. The map to the right, a snippet of
a 1930 map of Santa Clara County, ignores
Pine Ridge but acknowledges Madrone Soda
Springs with another name change, Mineral
Springs Road.
Who were Cochrane, Frost, and Steley?
John Cochrane, a native of New England,
purchased 5,000 acres along Coyote Creek in
1869. His farm was located in a beautiful,
secluded valley, and he made his home in an
old adobe that may have been built by Juan
Hernandez, grantee of Rancho Ojo de la
Agua de la Coche. In time Cochrane’s son in
law, Alfred Jackson, would build a beautiful
two story home for his family, but John’s widow continued to live in the old adobe. *
Erwin Frost owned a farm north of Cochrane Road. Sometime constable, deputy sheriff, and private detective,
his name was often in the newspapers in the late 1890s and early 1900s
James Steley patented several homesteads in 1882 and 1883 near Oak Flat Ranch west of Pine Ridge. He
married Eliza Lovely in January 1886, but she sued him for divorce in 1890, citing desertion and failure to provide. Steley moved to San Juan Bautista where he remained for the rest of his life; he died in 1920. His name
is often misspelled: Steeley.
The 1955 photo revised USGS Mt. Sizer quadrangle retains
the name Steeley (sic) Road, but there are other big changes, Anderson Lake, of course, and the Cochrane Bridge.
Alfred Jackson’s two story house was moved to its present
location above the lake, but Juan Hernandez’ adobe house
was inundated by the dam water. The Jackson sisters,
Gladys Jackson and Ruth Lowe, lived in their old home after it was moved, but their sister in law, Evelyn Jackson,
weighed down by a slumping cattle market and skyrocketing property taxes, sold the remaining Jackson property to
developers.
Such is dam business.
*Oakland Tribune, August 16, 1942
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After The Fire Challenges
By Susan Ferry - Environmental Scientist, CA State Parks
The challenges of today – I could go on and on. But let’s just focus on one of them that I am facing that I
know you all are interested in: how to get the entire park open again. Of course it’s not my decision to
make, but the work that I do helps the decision makers move forward.
Currently, only the west side of the park is open – mostly the portions untouched by the SCU Lightening
Complex fire. In the closed section, the fire left a variety of hazards – trees down, trees that are going to
come down, rock slides, stump holes. Luckily, we were able to squeeze in several uniformed volunteer
work days in the latter part of 2020 before Covid19 shut volunteer work down again. Thanks to many of
our volunteers, we were able to get that western section assessed and opened. We also were able to
start assessing the burned areas and some smaller trees were cleared.
As scheduling and weather allows, crew members from Hollister Hills will continue to clear the larger
and less easily accessed trees and other hazards. Looking at the size of the park, the general terrain, and
limited access during the winter, it will be a long, on-going project.

Mother Nature will also take care of a lot of the reparations. The plants are beginning to grow, stabilizing the
soils, and the rains will compact the roads (or wash them out!) Winter storms will blow down many of the still
standing hazard trees, so we will again assess and clear the roads and trails.
If you are visiting the park and come across a downed tree or other hazard, you can help by reporting it to trail
-reports@coepark.net. A picture, a GPS or just a general location would be great.
Once the Covid19 numbers decline, and once the department is comfortable in allowing volunteer work to continue, we will resume those volunteer work days. There’s always plenty to be done!
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Springs Of Coe (Rehabilitation)
By Sue Dekalb
2020 didn’t offer up much for the park volunteers other than Yellow Star Thistle eradication and refurbishing
many of the backcountry springs that were damaged by the SCU Lightning Complex Fire. Because of Covid19
restrictions and our desire to keep everyone safe, only a small handful of volunteers have been working on the
spring projects. This report will try and update you on all the spring work that has taken place so far and some
work that will need to be done in the future.
Live Oak Spring/Pacheco Camp
As Rich Winklebleck reported in the Fall Ponderosa, the Live Oak/Pacheco Camp water system was deemed to
be the most important system. After that system was initially completed, we ran into numerous problems that
had to be addressed to keep that system working properly. Several locations along the pipeline sprang leaks
caused by overlooked fire and frost damage.
One location was right where the pipeline crossed Coit Road the
first time. A plastic pipe that was screwed into a metal valve had
actually melted and once there was a constant flow of water
through the valve, the pipe broke apart. Another leak appeared at
a location across from the second Coit Road crossing and above
the Pacheco Camp tank. The section of pipe had been burned badly but was not seen initially since it was mostly buried. Most of
the water was going through the pipe and down the hill to
Pacheco Camp, but eventually the pigs located the leaking pipe.
The damage they caused allowed the water to flow down a different path and not down the hill to Pacheco Camp. Over time the
big tank at Pacheco Camp started draining and we couldn’t find
out where it was going. The metal trough in the flat area near the
old stable was full but there was water constantly flowing out of
the piping that feeds that trough. It is suspected that the pipe
froze and cracked before we had a chance to turn the water off for
the winter. The valve was shut off to the trough until we can get
back out there to repair it. Since there is water at Pacheco Camp
we decided the rest of the repairs there could wait until later. Volunteers who worked on this system included Art Pon, Lynne
Starr, Dan Healy, Jodie Keahey, Linda Keahey and Sue Dekalb.
Dowdy Sulfur Spring
The next spring that needed repair was
Dowdy Sulfur Spring. The spring box
had been completely destroyed by the
fire but the trough and piping remained mostly intact. Fortunately this
allowed some water to continue flowing
into the trough. The piping right at the
box had been damaged so the flow to
the trough was very limited. The
trough was also a little tilted so it
needed to be leveled out as well. Art
Pon, Jodie Keahey, Linda Keahey, and
Sue Dekalb worked on this spring.
Continued on page 10…
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Springs Of Coe (Rehabilitation), continued…
Dowdy Hayfield Spring
The Dowdy Hayfield Spring also needed to be repaired
since most of the spring box burned up. There was so
much muck in the bottom of the box that no water was
actually visible when we first started working on it
and the trough was empty. After about 10 bucket
loads of debris and mud had been removed from the
box, a nice layer of water appeared. The overflow piping and the collector pipe had been damaged by the
fire so they also had to be replaced. When we finished
the work, the trough was full. Art Pon, Jodie Keahey,
Linda Keahey, Lynne Starr, and Sue Dekalb worked
on this spring.
James Spring
The entire area around the James Spring
trough and trail had been burned. The trough
was not burned, but the spring box could not
be located. It took several trips to the site to
locate the completely burned spring box that
was hidden under a fallen oak tree. Once the
tree was removed we could start removing the
old burned lumber and build a new spring box.
As with the Dowdy Hayfield Spring, the water
was not visible until we dug out all the debris
at the bottom of the box. The collector pipe
had also burned and needed to be replaced.
This spring box is quite narrow which made it difficult to work on. Art Pon, Lynne Starr, and Sue Dekalb
worked on this spring.
Board Spring
Once again, the entire area around Board Spring
had burned. The only good thing was that the
spring box was once again visible. Dan Healy and I
had gone up there before the fire trying to locate the
spring box, but there was so much brush around
that you couldn’t see anything. Dan climbed all over
that area but was unable to locate it even though he
had been to it before. This spring box is made of cement pipe so the fire did not bother it at all, but it
does have a large crack that should be repaired at
some point. Unfortunately almost all the piping
from the spring box to the trough burned up and the
overflow piping also burned. The trough somehow
survived but some animals that tried to use it for refuge from the fire did not survive. They appeared to have
died from smoke inhalation as they were not burned. Unfortunately, they had been in the trough for a month
before we were allowed to go out there. The water flow into the trough had barely been a trickle before we replaced two large sections of piping, but afterwards we had a strong flow of several liters a minute. Art Pon,
Lynne Starr, and Sue Dekalb worked on this spring.
Continued on page 11...
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Springs Of Coe (Rehabilitation), continued…
Willow Ridge Spring
The
Willow
Ridge spring box
had significant
burn damage to
one end and the
top. There was
also a wooden
retaining
wall
that was used to
keep the dirt
under the trough
from
sliding
down the canyon. 90% of the retaining wall burned up along with a
good deal of the outflow piping from the trough. The inflow pipe to the trough had
already been destroyed by animals chewing on it. The site also contained a wooden
bench that was destroyed but the bench was not replaced at this time. The spring
was cleaned out and a new three sided box with top was built to hold the water.
All the burned piping was also replaced along with the retaining wall. At some
point another board will be added to the lid to help stop leaf debris from falling in
the back side between the lid and the rocks. This board will need to be sculpted to
match the contours of the rock behind the box. We did not have enough redwood to
complete this task at the time we were there and then the volunteers were shut
down by the second Covid19 lockout before we could get back out there. Art Pon,
Jodie Keahey, Linda Keahey, and Sue Dekalb worked on this spring. Lynne Starr
also helped scout out the damage after the fire.

Rat Spring
Most of the area around Rat Spring burned
and the water trough partially melted so it
needed to be replaced. The piping coming
into the trough was burned off at the ground
and the outflow piping had also been burned
and needed to be replaced. The location of
Rat Spring was going to make it difficult to
repair as we needed to take a new trough
and piping to the location. Four of us spent
3.5 hours completely brushing Rat Spring
Trail so we could drive the vehicles and
equipment down to the spur trail to the
spring. There is no spring box for Rat Spring so we didn’t have to worry about replacing it. The pipe and collector are driven into the rocks at an unknown location somewhere near the trough. The trough and piping were
replaced but there wasn’t enough water pressure to push the water up the pipe into the trough while we were
still on site. Hopefully when we return to the location there will be water in the trough. If not, we will have to
snake out the piping to try and locate the source and get the water flowing better. Art Pon, Jodie Keahey, Linda Keahey, and Sue Dekalb worked on this spring.

Continued on page 12...
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Springs Of Coe (Rehabilitation), continued…
Willson Camp Hillside Spring
The Hillside Spring was not damaged in the fire but it had
sustained enough pig damage that the trough was empty
and the piping had been damaged. The top to the spring
box was barely held together and the entire area was covered with thick patches of Horehound (Marrubium vulgare). The Horehound made it difficult to find the spring
box and since the lid was compromised, the inside of the
box was also filled with tough roots. The roots had clogged
up the box so there was barely any water coming out and
the pigs had broken off the outflow pipe. The small
amount of water exiting the box was just going down the
hillside, watering the Horehound and making a huge muddy pig wallow. The area near the trough was also very wet and
muddy. Water was coming from an old pipe above the trough
that must have been a water source at the camp a long time ago.
It wasn’t clear why this water was flowing once again, but we
decided to add some piping to the trough so the water would not
go to waste and hopefully the pigs would stop tearing up the
site. Art Pon, Jodie Keahey, Linda Keahey, and Sue Dekalb
worked on this spring.

Canteen Spring
Canteen Spring sustained heavy damage
during the fire. This
site contains two spring
boxes, piping, and a
trough. Much of the
piping burned up, one
of the spring boxes
burned, and the water
trough melted to the
ground. We had hoped
to start working on this
spring during Christmas week but once again we were shut down by the second Covid19 lockout. We are hoping to get out to this
spring as soon as volunteers are allowed to work again. We will have to repair the lower spring box, replace
piping from the upper box to the lower box, replace piping to the trough, and then we need to replace the
trough itself. This spring is located down Canteen Trail off Pacheco Ridge Road so all the materials will have
to be carried down to the site from the road.
There are other springs that have not been assessed at the time of this writing so there could be a lot more
work required in the future.
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What Is This?
By Teddy Goodrich, PRA Historian
Uncovered by the SCU Complex Fire, this object lay hidden in heavy chamise near the Hoover Landing Strip
for years. No one I asked seemed to know what it was, so as a last resort I asked my oldest son, Eric. I didn’t
think he knew anything about heavy equipment, but he does collect license plates.
I was surprised by his answer:
“The piece underneath is a rip plow; there is probably another one on the other side. The pin drop hitch indicates it is very old, at least fifty plus years. . . . . this was probably used for building roads, just a guess
though.”
To confirm his “guess” I asked someone who knows all there is to know about building roads. Jerry’s response,
“It’s a ripper,” and he gave me an old photograph to show one in use.
Photo of the “unidentified object” courtesy of Sue Dekalb.
Photo of the “ripper in action” courtesy of Jerry Wilkinson.
The ripper was used not only for building roads, but for building landing strips as well. The Hoover Landing
Strip was built by Murry Hopkins for Frank Coit in the 1960s.
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In Memorium - Randy Neufeld
By Jen Naber

In Memory of Randy Neufeld
On November 25, 2020, one day shy of his 63rd birthday, our former Maintenance Chief I Randy Neufeld
passed away from complications of a medical condition. Randy began his career with State Parks in 1984
down in the Los Angeles District. It was during his time there that he met and became friends with Ranger
Cameron. In 2002, Randy and his wife Sheryl, who was a State Park Ranger, moved north and both began to
work in the Gavilan Sector. Randy eventually promoted to Park Maintenance Chief I.
In late 2008, a brand-new ranger just off field training met and began working with both Randy and Sheryl.
From my first day in the sector, Randy was a warm and welcoming presence. His patience and generosity
seemed to know no bounds. For those familiar with the process of purchasing in a government agency, you
know it is often complex and confusing. I constantly asked Randy for help with purchase orders for tires or
medical supplies. That man had patience. In fact, even though he was often inundated with his own work,
he’d offer to do the paperwork for you. Randy also was instrumental as I tried to complete multiple Project
Evaluation Forms—which is required for any project.
Randy retired in 2019. He left behind his wife Sheryl and two children. Those wishing to add to Randy’s memorial wall can find it at https://www.tributearchive.com/obituaries/19146609/Randall-J-Neufeld/wall.
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In Memorium - Randy Neufeld
By Cameron Bowers
Remembering Randy Neufeld
To anyone who knew or met Randy Neufeld, no matter how briefly, came away with the same impression—
Nice Guy. I had known and worked with Randy on and off for 24 years, and I just wanted to set the record
straight about Randy. He was a Hell of a Nice Guy. The years I worked with Barry Breckling (Coe Ranger), I
admired his ability to never say a bad word about anyone. Through Barry had perfected it, Randy had the
same ability. Don’t get me wrong. Randy did voice his opinion about people when they messed Up. And with a
little prodding, he would criticize. But almost always, it was the behavior and not the person.
When Randy and I first met, he was a Park Maintenance Assistant (entry level maintenance worker), and I
was a just-graduated ranger. We were both working at Will Rogers SHP/ Topanga Canyon State Park. Randy
had been living in Southern California for years, and I was a new transplant from Northern California. We
quickly bonded over music. He was a great guitarist, and the coolest thing about that was his old band had
the Red Hot Chili Peppers as their opening act on several of their shows. (The Red Hot Chili Peppers were one
of the hottest underground bands that went mainstream in the 90s.)
During our two years working together in Southern California, Randy consistently went out of his way to help
me find my way around State Parks paperwork and assist me with projects and assignments. He quickly promoted to Worker I, and his help never wavered. In fact, it grew with his responsibility and authority. Though
Randy and I worked for different parts of the parks system, we had the same view concerning our jobs. We
worked for the people of California. He gave me a utopian view of the Ranger-Maintenance relationship because of our relationship. I would occasionally catch Randy on his days off watching Lakers or Rams games in
the maintenance shop with staff. I can only assume that he liked helping and being around rangers that
much. And since I was already married, he did the next best thing and married my ranger partner, Sheryl.
It wasn’t until years later that Randy and I would work together again, and Randy was promoting to Park
Maintenance Chief. He came into a volatile situation, and his personality kept it from becoming explosive. At
this point, I figured Randy had been jaded by his position in management and wasn’t expecting the guy I met
back in Southern California. Randy was surprisingly the same guy—still helping me navigate paperwork and
purchasing. I can’t think of a single maintenance request he denied I had in all the time I worked with him.
I’m sure there were some, but they were so infrequent that I can’t recall any of them.
As most of us who worked around Randy can contest, Randy always had staff—including myself—in his office
talking, getting direction, getting advice, or just BS-ing about our kids and life. I hope Sheryl and the kids
(now adults) can find some peace of mind knowing how respected and liked Randy was by his staff and coworkers. It was a wonder that he actually got his own work done. In all those years of knowing and working
with Randy, I never really figured out the source of his kindness. I can only attach it to stereotypes. He was
Canadian.
Randy, my friend, will be missed.
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PRA 2020 Financial Report (Preliminary)
By Rick Casey, PRA Treasurer
2020 was a challenging year for the PRA. Due to COVID-19 restrictions in place for most of the year and the
SCU Complex fire in the fall, the majority of our annual events were cancelled and the Visitor Center was only
open for a limited time. While our bottom line net income for the year was $49,717 which represents a 37%
increase over 2019, a closer look at the numbers tell a different story.
Last year, the PRA received a donation of $50,000 from Anne and Richard Sanquini, which will go towards
funding ten $5,000 annual grants to San Jose State University Students for studies on the geology in Henry
W. Coe State Park (Sanquini Science Research Grants). In addition to broadening knowledge around the geology of the park, the students will work with park volunteers to develop interpretive materials that can be used
in park programs.
Total income was down 36% due to significant drops in Visitor Center sales and program income (25% and
99% respectively). The majority of our income came from donations this year, specifically the $50,000 Sanquini donation. Without this donation, our total donations for 2020 would have been $9,382, a reduction of
71% when compared with 2019. Total income would have been $23,690, a reduction of 79%.
Total Expenses were also down over the year by $36,663 (64%). This was mainly due to the lack of events and
limited Visitor Center sales. Omitting the initial $5000 Sanquini Science Research Grant, total expenses were
down $41,663 (72%).
Therefore, excluding the effects of the Sanquini Science Research Grant, net income for the year was only
$4,717, an 87% drop when compared with 2019.
Despite these challenges, our balance sheet remains strong with almost $590k in assets and negligible liabilities. Thus we are in a good position to weather the current environment.
Continued on page 17...

New PRA Members
We are pleased to welcome the new members listed below. Thank you for your support.
We need your help to keep our membership list current and accurate. If you have any questions regarding
your membership or to let us know of any change of address, please contact us.
David Finkle San Jose CA
Lisa and Bill DeLacy Monterey CA
Suzanne and Carol Olson Mountain View CA
Jeffrey Kabel Santa Clara CA
Michael Roberts Los Gatos CA
Email: membership@coepark.net
U.S. mail: 9100 East Dunne Avenue, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
http://coepark.net/pineridgeassociation/join
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PRA 2020 Financial Report (Preliminary), continued...
Pine Ridge Association
Summary Financial Report ($)
(2020)
Preliminary

Balance Sheet
Total bank accounts
Marketable Securities
Inventory
Other assets
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Profit & Loss
Income
Total Donations
Investments Income
Visitor Center Sales*
Membership Dues
Program Income
Total Income
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Expenses
Program Expenses
Operations and Other Expenses
Total Expenses
Net Income

2020

2019

Change

380,303
141,239
56,518
10,465
588,525
116

342,020
143,495
54,623
1,839
541,977
3,348

38.283
(2,257)
1,894
8,626
46,547
(3,233)

59,382
760
8,664
4,705
178
73,690
3,094
70,596

32,259
5,422
34,966
6,215
35,571
114,433
20,622
93,810

27,123
(4,661)
(26,302)
(1,510)
(35,393)
(40,743)
(17,529)
(23,214)

7,941
12,938
20,880
49,717

25,404
32,139
57,543
36,268

(17,462)
(19,201)
(36,663)
13,449

* Includes online map and wildflower book sales ($2008.54)
Program Activity, 2020
Event
Mother’s Day Breakfast
5K/10K Fun Run
Backcountry Weekend
T-Fest
GYHS Programs
Ranch Days
Coit Camp Weekend
Coe Outings, Backpack

(2)
180
-

59
-
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(61)
180
-

Find Us On Social Media
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Pine Ridge Association
Henry W. Coe State Park
9100 East Dunne Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

PRA Board of Directors
Paul Gillot, President
Michael Ingrassia, Vice President
Steve McHenry, Secretary
Rick Casey, Treasurer
Dan Benefiel
Carl Gohmann
Ken Howell
Joe Machado
John Thatcher, Chair of the Volunteer Committee
Stuart Organo, Supervising Ranger
PRA Volunteer Committee
Jen Naber, Volunteer Coordinator
John Verhoeven, Volunteer Coordinator
John Thatcher, Chair
Ken Howell
Sue Dekalb
Michael Ingrassia
Kathryn Levine
Michael Newburn
Manny Pita

Contributors for this issue
Sue Harwager, publisher
Patrick Goodrich, co-editor
Teddy Goodrich, co-editor, author
Heather Amber, cover photo
Joseph Belli, author
Cameron Bowers, author
Barry Breckling, author
Liz Brinkman, new membership,
mailing list
Rick Casey, author
Sue Dekalb, author, photographer
Susan Ferry, author, photographer
Michael Ingrassia, video editor
Jen Naber, author
Lois Richter, photographer
Dirk Schumacher, photographer

The Ponderosa is a quarterly publication of the Pine Ridge Association. The PRA’s mission is to enhance and
enrich the public’s experience at Henry W. Coe State Park through education and interpretation. Articles and
artwork relating to the natural history, history, and management of the park are welcome. Also, interested in
volunteering? Email John Thatcher, jthatcher1201@gmail.com.
Please send submissions and ideas to the editor at: PRAnewsletter3@gmail.com
Deadline for the next issue: April 30, 2021
© 2021 The Pine Ridge Association

